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Introduction

W ith Severe ME, you live on the edge of life daily.
You simply do not know what is going on in your
body to cause such drastic and severe symptoms

and sadly we have all been let down, so that we live in an
alienated state, disenfranchised from life itself. In this context,
each time we hear of someone else's death, the impact is
immediate and can be shocking or overwhelming.

We find ourselves, over decades of suffering, not just hearing
the names of people who have died, but knowing them
personally. Their suffering, known to us to an extent, touches
us deeply. The injustice, neglect and sheer level of pain is
unacceptable and also personally devastating as it entwines
with our own circumstances.

As we hear of more and more people we have known, both
personally and through others, the list grows longer and our
hearts grow heavier and we are drawn to honour them in some
tiny way, through prose and poetry.

Each life precious, vibrant, special, now lost,
demands  our loving attention and is a call to do
more to end this interminable suffering, which
goes on and on.

This small collection of poems is an attempt to give respect and
love to all those who have passed, all those who have fought, all
those who have lived through this unspeakable injustice and
suffering.
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May we all, who were touched by their lives, their goodness,
their courage and their strength, find some small measure of
comfort in remembering them.

Remember us, remember them, remember ME
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Sadly I understand only too well

The living hell of impossible dreams

Of tortured nights and days

A symphony of pain filled horrendous moments

Endless pain

Trickling down every moment of your life

Since ME hit you in one foul swoop.

I know the anguish of injustice

The abuse of wrong treatment

The negation  of my reality and yours

The abandonment of friends

The neglect upon neglect

I know of the hopes and the despair

The destructive paralysing tortuous existence

Forced on a life that would dance and sing

And fly to the stars

I recognise

The lure and the ease of non existence

The simplicity of saying enough
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I cannot bear any more

It is way beyond me to keep going

I know the hurt,

the rage,

the incapacity,

the battering assault of symptoms,

The lies against us,

The injustice,

The fear

The helplessness

The fight

It is too late now for you

And I understand it got too much

How much torment can one soul live through?

But I say with tenderness, love, compassion and the greatest respect,

No more. ( No mas !)
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We still hope

Living with very severe ME

is like living on the edge

of existence.

You cannot plan,

You cannot predict,

You cannot control

your experience,

thoughts or actions.

You live there, in a strange surreal state,

Unknown to most,

Not knowing how or when

You might leave.

Others live here with you

Strangely visible to us

Even from a great distance,

Yet oddly invisible to the rest of the world.

Some leave painfully quickly and young,

Whilst others cannot endure the uncertainty, the isolation, the negation,

nor the multi- layered pain
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And choose the moment of their parting,

To silently, let go,

Whilst we look on, helpless

to know how to help

them,

each other

Or even ourselves.

And yet we, remaining, still hope,

For better moments

For healing to somehow magically occur,

Despite the odds.

We hold each others virtual hands

And send out love across the universe

Into the abyss of not knowing,

Praying for miracles

to save us all.

September 25th 2015
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Briefly

W e are only here briefly

Our life burns with us

Even if it is smaller, dissipated, flickering,

with ME

We must do what we must

To shine

To speak

To stand up

For ourselves

For there is no effective level

Of representation

Out there

Where it counts.

ME symptoms go unrecognised

Untreated,

Mislabelled

Undiagnosed

Misrepresented

Mistreated.
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Confusion

And complication reigns

Where a straightforward,

Honest

Medical pathway should exist.

Meanwhile

Precious friends and acquaintances

Die

From lack of knowledge,

Lack of Respect,

Physical neglect,

If not outright harm

Done to them.

When will it be enough

For the Medical Establishment

To be ashamed?

For the Government to act

With genuine integrity?

When will our lives be equally treated

To any other acceptable disease?

Deliberately covered up

And negated

By a Fatigue campaign
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That spans decades,

When will our voices

Be heard

And real change come?

When will there be hope for every single person

Who has Myalgic Encephalomyelitis?

Each death we hear of

Breaks our hearts

Each loss

Is simply unacceptable

Another beautiful soul

Gone from the world.

The silent loss of their presence

Echoes outrage

Round the world.

Who will hear

And take action for genuine change?

How many tears of sorrow

Must we weep?
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We Survive Another Day

W e live in the broken places

Very few know or comprehend,

We live on the edge of life

Not knowing if or when we will fall off

Yet clinging on

regardless of the intense unbearable,

indescribable levels

of suffering

We hold on to all that is good

All that is true

All that is life

And will ourselves onward

Towards hope that seems hopeless

Yet still we demand of it

To come to our aid

In spite of the unlikeliness

We trust in tomorrow

Even when today is tortured,

Unbearable,
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Impossible even,

Yet we do not give in to despair, instead,

Despite our own agony

Or even, because of it

Because we know what most cannot even glimpse,

We hold out invisible hands

And create a network of love

To gently embrace, surround and comfort

Those in desperate need

In the void of clinical neglect

And abject torment.

We will each other on

Where the world has turned its back

And simply has no answers

Nor recognition

As a result.

We somehow endure

And be

The bedrock

Of missing support,

Laced together by love

Reaching out towards the gap between heartbeats,

Praying and asking that
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We survive another day.
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Always remember

They leave a trail of love in your heart when they go,

Each one adding together to the many others

Who sing and dance and leave a path of memories in your mind,

Till the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.

Wrapped in a special golden energy

Their images dance within you

Flashes of kindness, sadness, special words and deeds,

All meaningful, important somehow, precious,

Come back at unexpected moments,

Tip over into every day feelings,

Run riot with happiness and grief,

Blend your mood with loss and remembering,

Yet touch your life with an urgency

To live

To feel

To dance

To express

To be

Something,
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Anything

More than what you have been.

Whilst there is still time

Live

Laugh

Love

Be

Present

Now

And recognise

The sacred space

That is your life

And always remember

How they have touched you

How they have helped you

How they have loved you too.
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The roll call of the dead

There is a trail of dead ones,

the loved,

the honoured,

the valued,

the precious,

I call them the good and the true.

All now lost to this illness, in death,

Negated away by the denial and untruth

Of the severe physical illness they did battle with

Every day.

My heart cries endlessly as I remember their names

The warriors who are with us no more,

Gone to rest now.

But why? I cry.

I have to ask why?

I have to demand honesty.

Even though I do not get it

Yet still I must demand and demand again.

Their death demands we ask for integrity and truth.
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But there is so little of it out there

All lost in compromise or outright denial and ignorance.

The dead grow,

Shockingly.

Loved ones, well known ones, suffering horrendously,

All depart out of the blue, without  prior expectation.

The shock leaves tremors in the community of the sick still left behind,

Not knowing who will be next.

Fearing the worst

Yet hoping for the best.

There is so little truth.

There is such little accurate representation.

There is such little helpful information.

And even less reliable help.

No one knows any more if the diagnosis is even reliable.

If what I have is what you have

Or what they, who died, had either.

It is all such a deliberately orchestrated human tragedy.

And whilst we weep,

The names of the dead and their unjust suffering

Demands we do more

Somehow

To explain
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To answer

To justify

To insist

That it stop

Now

Once and for all.

Their precious lives unfairly lost too soon.

Outrageously hidden in a fatigue lie

That did not represent them

Could not help them

Could only harm them.

As the long line builds

The role call of the dead

Grows

As does the unrest in my soul,

The indescribable suffering of all those living and dead

Could never be condoned

Acceptable or compensated for.

For it is unimaginable

Unreasonable

Unacceptable

And were it to be recognised and fully admitted

By those who should do so,
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The tears of remorse would flood the whole universe

And the shame be so overwhelming

That people would turn their heads in shock at what has been done to us ( or
not)

In the name of science and medicine and politics.

And people would hang their heads and never dare look up again

If they had any insight or honesty in their hearts

Of their contribution

To this unending torment,

Only silenced

By death itself.

Whilst the names and the faces

Linger tenderly

In the hearts of those who do know

And remember with love
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We remember ( for August 8th
2016)

W e remember them with kindness for it is important to honour
the dead

We remember them with tenderness for we cared beyond imagining

We remember them with trepidation for we have to face our losses

We remember them with boldness for it takes courage remembering the pain

We remember them with sadness that they were no longer here with us

We remember them with frustration that they were not helped

We remember them with anger that they are gone

For we remember

All the hurt

All the denial

All the extremity of pain

All the neglect

All the harm

All the harrowing moments

All the suffering

All the grief

And we weep with gratitude

For their precious lives
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For their tremendous personal strength

For their utmost conviction

For their forthrightness in speaking out

For their passion in life

For their compassion to others

In a hostile, empty world.

We remember and give thanks

For who they were

And who they will always be

In our hearts.
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For more information on Severe Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis, please see Stonebird.

Please also see : Severe ME, Notes for Carers

http://stonebird.co.uk/Notes/index.html
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Severe ME featuring Justice for Karina
Hansen

http://www.stonebird.co.uk/severemebook/severeme.html
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Download the new Care Guide :

http://stonebird.co.uk/buzz/index.html

http://www.stonebird.co.uk/book/spirit.html
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For spiritual reflections on suffering, please see
Unstoppable Spirit

http://www.stonebird.co.uk/book/spirit.html
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